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The subject of this paper is the spectral analysis of pseudodifferential 
operators in the framework of perturbation theory. We build up a closed 
extension (the closure, or the Friedrichs extension) of the perturbed operator. 
We also prove Weyl-type theorems on the invariance of the essential spectrum 
of the unperturbed operator. In the case when the perturbed operator is 
symmetric we obtain a self-adjoint extension. Finally, we consider the case of 
the relativistic, spin-zero Hamiltonian, with a large class of interactions 
containing both local potentials, like the Coulomb and Yukawa, and nonlocal 
ones. 
The pseudodifferential operators were introduced by Calderon [l], 
and they have been studied extensively in recent years (see [2], for 
example). The subject of this paper is the spectral analysis of pseudo- 
differential operators, in the framework of perturbation theory. We 
build up a closed extension (the closure, or the Friedrichs extension) 
of the perturbed operator. We also prove Weyl-type theorems on 
the invariance of the essential spectrum of the unperturbed operator. 
Besides its mathematical interest this theory has many applications 
in physics (see [15]) b ecause Hamiltonians in relativistic quantum 
mechanics, and quantum field theory are not, in general, partial 
differential operators (as in nonrelativistic quantum mechanics), but 
pseudodifferential operators. It is well known that the spectral 
properties of Hamiltonians play a fundamental role in the study of 
a dynamical system. We apply, in this paper, the results obtained 
in the spectral theory of pseudodifferential operators to the relativistic, 
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spin-zero, Hamiltonian (see also [3, 151). The Dirac Hamiltonian is 
considered in [4], and the Lee model in quantum field theory in [5]. 
Pseudodifferential operators can have applications in other physical 
theories such as solid state physics or in any theory with dispersion 
laws other than polynomial laws (see [6]). 
In Section I we introduce our notations, define the unperturbed 
pseudodifferential operator, and study its spectral properties 
(Theorem 1.7). In Section II we consider perturbations which are 
relatively compact with respect to the unperturbed operator, and 
we obtain a Weyl theorem (Theorem 2.1). In the case when the 
unperturbed operator is self-adjoint, and the perturbation is symmetric 
we prove that the perturbed operator is self-adjoint (Theorem 2.2). 
In Section III we study sectorial unperturbed operators, and we build 
up an m-sectorial extension (the Friedrichs extension) of the perturbed 
operator (Theorem 3.2). The case of a self-adjoint Friedrichs extension 
is studied in Theorem 3.6; and Theorem 3.7 gives a Weyl-type result 
on the invariance of the essential spectrum of the unperturbed 
operator. 
In the last section we apply the theory developed in the previous 
sections to the Hamiltonian of a relativistic spin-zero particle in 
an external potential and of a system of two particles. We consider 
a large class of interactions containing local ones such as the potentials 
of Coulomb and Yukawa, and nonlocal ones such as the Dirac, 
Bakamjian, Thomas, Foldi interaction [7] for a two-particle system. 
This paper is based on the author’s Ph. D. thesis [15]. 
I. NOTATIONS AND GENERAL ASSUMPTIONS 
Let Z2 be the Hilbert space of complex-valued, square Lebesgue 
integrable functions defined on 08 n. For a function p E g2 the Fourier 
transform is given by 
where 5 . x = &xi + c2x2 + a** + 5,x, , and the limit is to be taken 
in the norm of Z2. 
As is well known, U is a unitary operator on dp2, and its inverse 
is given by 
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We define the unperturbed pseudodifferential operator, A,, in the 
following way. 
and 
where a,(<) is a complex-valued, continuous function, defined on BP. 
The pseudodifferential operator, A, , is clearly closed because it is 
unitary equivalent to a multiplication by a function operator. 
a,(<) is called the symbol of A, . 
DEFINITION 1.1. The pseudodifferential operator A, is said 
to be of degree <m, m E [w, if 
I a&)1 d C(1 + I 5 I)“, 5 E R”, where ( 5 ( = i 1 55 12. 
i=l 
From now on we suppose that A, is of degree <m, for some m. 
Let Cow be the set of complex-valued functions defined on Rn which 
are infinitely differentiable and have compact support. We denote 
the space of Schwartz by S. 
LEMMA 1.2. Let A, be of degree <m. Then S is contained in D(A,), 
and A, is equal to the closure of its restriction to C,,*. 
Proof. The fact that S C II follows immediately from 
Definition 1.1. Let #(x) be any function in C,,a such that $(x) > 0 
if(x/<l,~(x)=Oif\x~>l,andj~(x)dx=l. 
Take a p E D(A,). We define1 
As is well known, lim,,, p6 = I”, in the g2 norm. Moreover, I*< E D(A,), 
and AOpE = (A,,P)~ . Thus lim,,, A,,pu, = A,p. 
We now introduce ~~,~(x) = (p& , where 
p&z) = 
I 
if 1x1 <R, 
if I x 1 > R, R > 0. 
1 The function pL,(x) is called the mollifier of p(x) and was introduced 
by Friedrichs [8]. 
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pc,R belongs to Csm by [9, Theorem 1.10, Chap. II]; and 
lim kR = t%,R . R-0 
Furthermore, by Sobolev’s inequality, 
Thus lim&, AeE,R = A@,. Then A,, is equal to the closure of its 
restriction to COOo. Q.E.D. 
The following lemma can be proved easily. 
LEMMA 1.3. The operator A, is normal and it is self-aeoint ;f and 
only ;f a,,([) is real valued. 
Let A be a closed operator in a Hilbert space, 2. A complex 
number, 2, is said to be in the resolvent set, p(A), of A if the operator 
A - 2 is one-to-one and its range is equal to #. 
DEFINITION 1.4. The spectrum, a(A), of A consists on those 
scalars not in p(A). Th e resolvent set is open, the spectrum is closed. 
DEFINITION 1.5. A complex number, 2, is said to be in the essential 
spectrum, a,(A), of A if 2 E a(A + K), for’every compact operator K. 
This definition of essential spectrum was introduced by Schechter 
PI- 
DEFINITION 1.6. The discrete spectrum of A, a&A), is the set of 
isolated eigenvalues of finite multiplicity. 
We denote by {a,(<) 1 5 E W}- the closure of the set {a,,(c) 1 5 E W}. 
THEOREM 1.7. Let A, be of degree <m. Then a(A,) = u,(A,,) = 
{a,(5) I 5 E R”)-. 
Proof. Suppose that ZE p(A,,). Then there exists a positive 
constant K, , such that jl(A,, - 2)~ 11 > K, 11 p 11, u E D(A,). It follows 
from the continuity of a,(<), that 1 a,,([) - 2 1 3 Kz > 0, 5 E Rn. 
Then 2 6 (a&c) I 5 E R”)-. 
Conversely, suppose that 2 +! {a,({) 1 5 E Rnjn)-. Then A, - 2 is 
one to one and l/(a,([) - 2) E dpm. Hence 2 E p(A,). This implies 
that o(A,) = {a,,([) 1 5 E FP>-. 
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As A, is a normal operator, the spectrum outside the essential 
spectrum is discrete. 2 Then a(&,) - cr,(A,) = 4. Q.E.D. 
We are going to consider the perturbation of A, by a pseudo- 
differential operator, Q. The symbol of Q is a function of x also, i.e., 
D(Q) = {p E P2 j q(x, 5) Up(t;) E Z2, for almost every x E R”, and 
( Wdx, i) UP(~) E gp”>, and 
The perturbed operator A, + Q is defined on D(A, + Q) = Cgm n D(Q), 
and its symboi is the function 
a@, 5) = %(5) + 4(x, 5), x, 4 E R”. 
We build up a closed extension of the perturbed operator (the closure 
or the Friedrichs extension) and we give sufficient conditions assuring 
that the essential spectrum of the unperturbed operator remains 
invariant. In the case when A,, is self-adjoint and Q symmetric we 
build up a self-adjoint extension. 
We study in particular the two types of perturbations 
Q = c” d-4 Bi and Q = f &qi,(x) BJ . 
i=l i.j=l 
qii(x) is a complex-valued measurable function defined on EP. Bi 
and Bi are pseudodifferential operators with symbols bi(2J and 6,(c), 
respectively. bi( 5) is measurable, complex-valued, and defined on 
Rn; and 6$( 5) is its complex conjugate. 
For a real number p, 1 < p < co, let 29 denote the Banach space 
of complex-valued functions, y(x), which are measurable; and such 
that / p(x)Ip is Lebesgue integrable on Rn. We let 2P denote the 
Banach space of measurable, essentially bounded functions defined 
on R”. Finally, we state two lemmas that will be useful in the following 
section. They are due to Faris [lo]. 
LEMMA 1.8. Let q(x) and b(4) b e in S?p for some p, 2 < p < co. 
Then q(x)B is a bounded operator, and 
II qB II G II q 119 II b IID . 
p You find in [9, Chap. I] the proof that o(A) \ u,(A) is discrete (i.e., it consists of 
isolated eigenvalues of finite multiplicity) for self-adjoint operators. But the same 
proof remains true in the case of normal operators. 
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Proof. It follows immediately from the Hausdorff-Young 
inequalities (see [lo]). Q.E.D. 
Let DLPP + g”, 1 < p < 00, be the set of complex-valued 
measurable functions p(x), defined on Iw” such that for all E > 0 
p(x) can be decomposed in the following way. p(x) = pi,Jx) + p&x), 
where pi,+ E 9P and ~a,~ E _Lpa, with 11 ~a,~ ]jrn < E. 
LEMMA 1.9. Suppose that [b&a0 - Z)] E SW n Zp, 2 < p < CO, 
for some x E p(A,,), and that q E 9p + gG*. Then B is A,,-bounded and 
Q = qB is A,-compact.3 
Proof. The first statement follows from the hypothesis that 
[b/(aO - Z)] E 9’. W e can decompose, for all E > 0, Q(AO - 2)-l 
in the following way. Q(AO - 2)-l = q,,,T + q,,,T, where T is 
the pseudodifferential operator with symbol t = b/(aO - 2). The 
operator qzsET is bounded and 11 qz,ET 11 < E 11 t Iloo , by Lemma 1.8. 
Furthermore, 
tz II QG% - Z)-1 - q,,,TII = 0. 
The Lemma will be proved if we show that ql,.T is a compact operator. 
But this follows from an easy estimation (see [lo]). Q.E.D. 
II. PERTURBATION BY A PSEUDODIFFI~ENTIAL OPERATOR 
Let us consider the perturbation of A, by the pseudodifferential 
operator Q = Cy=, qi(x) Bi ; B, is a pseudodifferential operator with 
symbol b,(c) * q,(x) and b,(c) are complex valued. 
THEOREM 2.1. Let A,, be of degree <m and 
(a) b&a,, - 2) E pip”O A 9p*, 2 < p, < a, for some 2 E p(A,); 
(b) qi E Z’P( + gw. 
Then the perturbed operator A = A,, + Q is cZosed on D(A) = D(A,), 
and it is equal to the closure of its restriction to C,,m. The essential 
spectrum of A is given by 
3 For the definitions of relatively bounded and relatively compact operators see [ll]. 
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Proof, Lemma 1.9 implies that Q is &compact. Thus by [ll, 
Theorem 1.11, Chap. IVJ A = A, + Q is closed on D(A) - D(A,), 
and it is equal to the closure of its restriction to C,“. Finally, since 
a relatively compact perturbation leaves the essential spectrum 
invariant (see [9, Theorem 4.6, Chap. 11) 
In the case when A, is self-adjoint, and Q symmetric, we have the 
following result. 
THEOREM 2.2. Suppose that the hypotheses of Theorem 2.1 are 
satisfied, that a,({) is real valued, and that (p, Qv) = (Qp, v), p, v E Coa3. 
Then A is self-adjoint, and the spectrum of A outside the essential 
spectrum consists of isolated eigenvalues of finite multiplicity. 
Proof. The restriction of Q to C,w is symmetric, hence closable, 
and by Lemma 1.9, &,-compact. Then, by a well-known result, 
for all E > 0, there exists a constant K, , such that 
This implies (see [ll, Theorem 4.4, Chap. VJ) that A is self-adjoin& 
and its restriction to Coo0 essentially self-adjoint. Finally, since A is 
self-adjoint, the spectrum outside the essential spectrum is discrete 
(see [9, Corollary 7.12, Chap. I]). Q.E.D. 
III. SECTORIAL UNPERTURBED OPERATORS 
In this section we consider the case when the unperturbed operator 
is sectorial [ll], i.e., when the numerical range of A, is contained 
in a sector of the complex plane of the form / arg(Z - ,&,)I < 6 < r/2. 
2, is called a vertex and 0 the corresponding semiangle of the sector. 
Clearly if the numerical range of A,, is contained in a sector with 
a semiangle smaller than r the condition of sectoriality can be achieved 
by multiplying A,, by an appropriate complex constant. In particular 
we consider the case when A,, is self-adjoint and bounded from below. 
We build up an m-sectorial extension, the Friedrichs extension, 
of the perturbed operator; and we obtain a Weyl theorem. This 
allows us to consider more singular perturbation terms than in 
Section II. 
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LEMMA 3.1. Let A,, be of degree <m. Then A,, is sectorial if and only 
;f 1 Im a,,(t)1 < ol(R,a,({) + a), for some constants 01 > 0, and 6. 
Proof. Suppose that 1 Im a&5)1 < cu(R,a,,({) + a), thus 
I Im (4, P>I < 4Re(4,4 + 6 II TV 112), El E Wd 
Hence A, is sectorial. Conversely, suppose that A,, is sectorial. Thus 
I Im(A,p, p)I < 01 (Re(Ap, p) + 6 II P 112), CL E &+,); for SOme constants, 
a > 0, and 8. Then, by the continuity of a,(c), 
I Im ~&)I < ~(&&) + 6). Q.E.D. 
From now on we suppose that A,, is sectorial. Let Q be a per- 
turbation of the type Q = C&i B&x) Bj , where q&x) is complex 
valued; Bi and Bi are pseudodifferential operators with symbol 
bi(2J and 6,(c), respectively. We define 
qi+(x) = (max(R,q,, , 0))1’2, and &-(x) = (412 - &,qiiy2. 
Let us introduce the following scalar product for every t.~, v E C,m, 
(I% 41/z = 64o,1/2PL, 4,,/24 + c" (%+%4i+mJ)Y 
i=l 
where Ao,llz is the pseudodifferential operator with symbol 
%1,2(5) = mm + 6 + 1Y2. 
The completion of C,,cc, with this scalar product is a Hilbert space 
(denoted by ~8~1~) continuously and densely embedded in _Lp2, and 
II CL II G II P IL/2 7 P =c,2* 
We denote by 0? the following sesquilinear form, with domain Cgrn 
Of course the scalar product (p, v’)~/~ and the sesquilinear form 
a(~, w) will be well defined on Cgm only if some conditions are satisfied 
by the functions qzj(x) and b,(c). These conditions are stated in 
the following theorem. They assure also that the perturbed operator 
A,, + Q, defined on C, * n D(Q), has a Friedrichs extension. 
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Let &x) be the characteristic function of the sphere with center 
at the origin and radius R, i.e., 
XRM = i 
if 1 x 1 < R, 
if ] x ] > R. 
THEOREM 3.2. Let A, be sectorial and of degree <m, and 
(a) qi+ E 9&,; (1 - xR) qi+ E 9*, for some R > 0, and 
bi/(aO + 6 + 1)112 E Zoo.4 
(b) 1 Im qii 1 = I& + Ii,2 , where I& < C(q$’ + l), for some 
constant C, and Ii,2Bi is A,,,,,-bounded. 
(c) qij = qj,!j’) - &’ , i # j, and 
where E and K, are constants and E < 1. Then (p, vU)~/~ and a(,~, v) 
are well defined for p, v on C, w. The form (PI extends to a closed sectorial 
form with D(Q) = Zli2. Thus A, + Q dejined on C,a r\ D(Q) has 
an m-sectorial extension, A, (the Friedrichs extension) such that 
(4 @4C%/2 2 and (A, p, v) = a(~, v), P E D(A), 0 E %2 ; 
(13) D(A) is a core of Gp1; 
(y) if p E til12, o E p2, and a(p, v) = (w, u), for every v 
belonging to a core of CY, then ,u E D(A) and Ap = w. A is uniquely 
determined by (a). 
Proof. Let TV E Corn. Then Bip is of class C* and goes to zero as 
/ x j -+ 00. Hence qi+Bip E .Zz for every ,u E C,,m. Thus (p, v)~/, is 
well defined for CL, v E C,,O”. 
We prove in a similar way that OZ(p, v) makes sense for ,u, v E Cow. 
It follows from the definition of 6E that 
I %A $1 G (1 + 4 ii 4.1/2~ II' + I 1 + 6 I II P II2 
+ fl ((1 + C> II qi+BitL II2 
+ II qi-B,p II2 + II Ii,zBip /I2 + C II BiP II”> 
4 %I, is the set of functions which are square integrable on every compact subset 
of aB”. 
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Thus 
I wb 41 G & II P l&2 9 
for some constant K,, . Furthermore, 
II P If,, = wqP> P) + c” II !?r&P II2 + I 6 + 1 I II P II” 
i=l 
Thus by (c): 
- R, c (q:;)Bjp , q$j Bit4 
id 
p E c,a. 
II CL llh < Ml - ~V’WIL, CL) + (I 8 + 1 I + Kc) II CL 112), p E corn. 
This implies that a, defined on Cow, extends to a closed, densely 
defined, sectorial form with D(GZ) = #rj2 . Now, [l 1, Theorem 2.1, 
Chap. VI] implies that A,, + Q on COW n D(Q) has an m-sectorial 
extension, A (the Friedrichs extension) such that (a), (/?), ;i(;) 
are satisfied. . . . 
COROLLARY 3.3. Let A,, be sectorial and of degree <m. Suppose 
that (a) and (b) of Theorem 3.2 are satisfted and 
(a) bi/(R,a,, + 6 + l)l/a E Yi, 2<1,<00. 
(b) qi- and q@ belong to Yzi + YE*; and q$) E Y4’f + pew. 
Then (c) of the previous theorem is satisfied, and the results of that theorem 
hold true. 
Proof. We know for any q > 0, that 
II qrBtp II G II(Qih.q &tL II 
+ E1 11 (Reao +b; + 1)1/2 m II 41/2I" 11) p E c,m. 
Moreover, for any R > 0, and any l 2 > 0, 
II qi-U-W) XR@ UP II G ~2 II Aos/z~ II + Kc, II P 11, CL c.2 Corn, 
because the operator ((qi-)l,C, U-lb,(c) XR(c)U) is closable, and by 
Lemma 1.9, A,,,/,-compact. Then 
II e-&p II d ‘l(/ (RBa,, +? + 1)112 I/ II 4~2~ II + ~2 II 4.1/2~ II o1 
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where we applied Lemma 1.8. Thus, as 
(1 - XRjb 
11 = 0, 
(R,a, + 6 + 1)1’2 I* 
for any e > 0, there exists a constant K, such that 
The same argument applied to q$)Bi and q$Bj implies that (c) of 
Theorem 3.2 is satisfied for every E > 0. Q.E.D. 
We can remove, in Theorem 3.2, the condition (1 - xR) qif E L?“, 
for some R > 0, by asking b,(5) to satisfy some stronger conditions, 
as in the two following corollaries. 
COROLLARY 3.4. Let A, be sectorial, of degree <m; let qi+ E Ugc, 
and (1 - XR) pi+ [ x I-+ E pco, for some R and /3 positives; Suppose 
that b,(t) is of class C* and b&a,, + 6 + l)ljz E JZa. Moreover, we 
assume that (b) and (c) of Theorem 3.2 are satisfied. Then (p, v)~/% 
and a(~, v) are well akjined for II, v E C,,W, and (cu), (/3), and (y) of 
Theorem 3.2 hold true. 
Proof. Let p belongs to S, then as bi is of class C”, Bip E S. Hence 
qi+Bip E g2, for every p E S, i.e., S C D(q,+B,). Q.E.D. 
Thus (p, v)rj2 and a(~, v) are well defined for p, v E Coa, and we 
prove as in Theorem 3.2 that (a), @), and (y) hold true. 
Let 2 = x + iy, X, y E [w” be a point on en; and let f (Z), 2 E cn, 
be an analytic entire function defined on V. f (2) is said to be of 
exponential type <K (see [12, p. 2711) if 
COROLLARY 3.5. Let A, be sectorial and of degree <m. Let qi+ E 9’;,,, 
and let bi be continuous and equal to the restriction to real Z of a function 
b,(Z), 2 E C”, entire analytic, and of exponential type <K. Furthermore, 
let b,/(a, + 6 + l)lj2 E _Epw, and let (b) and (c) of Theorem 3.2 be 
satisjied. Then (p, v)1/2 and G!(~.L, v) are well dejked for p, v E Cp, 
and (or), #I), and (y) of Theorem 3.2 are satis$ed. 
Proof. Let p E Cow, then: support U-l(b#) = support ( U-lbi*p) C 
support U-lb, + support p, where we applied [12, Theorem II, 
p. 1561. But p has compact support, and by the Paley-Wiener theorem 
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([12, p. 272]), support W1ba is also compact. Then U-l(&Up) has 
compact support. This implies that COm C D(q,-B,). Hence (II, v)r/s 
and G?+, U) are well defined for every p, z, E Corn. The remainder 
of the proof follows as in Theorem 3.2. Q.E.D. 
In most of the applications the perturbed operator is the Hamiltonian 
of a dynamical system, and is symmetric on C,,, n D(Q). In that case 
we have the following theorem. 
THEOREM 3.6. Suppose that the hypotheses of Theorem 3.2 (or 
of any one of Corollaries 3.3-3.5) are satisjed, that a,, and bi are real 
valued, and qii = q.i . Then A is self-adjoin& bounded from below, and 
the spectrum outside the essential spectrum consists of isolated eigenvalues 
of jkite multiplicity. 
Proof. The hypotheses imply that fl is a symmetric form. Then 
by [II, Theorem 2.6, Chap. VI], A is self-adjoint and bounded 
from below. Finally, as A is self-adjoint, the spectrum outside the 
essential spectrum is discrete ([9, Corollary 7.12, Chap. I]). Q.E.D. 
Now we give conditions on A,, and Q which assure that the perturbed 
and unperturbed operator have the same essential spectrum. 
THEOREM 3.7. Let A, be sectorial and of degree <m. Suppose that 
the hypotheses (b) and (c) of Theorem 3.2, (or (b) of Theorem 3.2 and 
(a) and (b) of Corollary 3.3) are satis$ed and:5 
(a) qik E 59 + g*; bJ(a, + 6 + 1) E ZPi, 2 < pi < co, 
and bi/(a, + 6 + 1)112 E LP. 
(b) (1 - XR) Ii,1 G Cqi+, f or some R > 0, and Ii,, E _EpPi + .9$“. 
(c) q$ E zpi + gem. 
Then a,(A) = (aO( c) ] 5 E R”}-. 
Proof. We have proved in Theorem 3.2 that 
I WP, l-4 G Kl II P Ill/2 9 -@T/2’ 
and 
II P II,“,, < [Ml - 4I~~e.~~(CL, )+ (I 1 + 6 I + K) II CL 112>, @E,2’ 
6 We note that qi+ E 9% + Scp,“, 2 Q pi < co, implies that Corn C D(qdBJ. Then 
we can prove, as in Theorem 3.2, that (CL, v)~,~ and G@, w) are well defined on Corn, 
and that’the Friedrichs extension of A, + Q on Corn n D(Q) exists. 
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This implies that 
Then, by [l 1, Theorem 3.2, Chap. V], every 2 such that R,Z + 
1 6 + 1 / + K, < 0 belongs to the resolvent set of A. Moreover, 
by Theorem 1.7 and Lemma 3.1 any 2 E Cc such that R$ + 6 < 0, 
belongs to {(A,). Th us, we can find a 2 that belongs to p(A) n p(AJ. 
For such a 2 we know that 
(A, - 2)-l - (A - 2)-l = F-l(A, - Z)-1 (8-A - AJq(A - Z)-1, 
where F is the pseudodifferential operator with symbol f(S) = 
l/(1 + I %(O12). 
Let So denote the domain of A,, with the graph topology norm, 
i.e., (CL, r~),, = (CL, W) + (Ati., A,a), CL, w E D(A,). Z0 is a Hilbert space 
because A, is closed. 
F-l(A,, - 2)-l is, clearly, a bounded operator from Z0 to 22. 
Furthermore, 
II P Ill/2 G [Ml - 4 II@ - 2)/J 11, CL E WV. 
This implies that (A - 2)-r is bounded from 22 to s+& . The 
theorem will be proved if we show that FA - A,#’ is compact from 
X1i2 to So ; for then (A, - 2)-l - (A - 2)--l will be compact, 
and thus, by [9, Theorem 4.7, Chap. I], 
44 = 4%) = h,(5) I 5 E R”)-. 
Clearly, for all ~1 E D(A), v E C003, we know that (FAp, v),, = 
(J’-%/J~ r~)~ + (Kp, u)~ , then FA - AJ = K, where 
K = 5 mi+&)* (qi+B,) - (qi-&)* (Qi-B,) + (I&)* . . 2 sign Im qii 
D 
+ 2 (q$%)* Q$)Bj). 
h-i 
By Lemma 1.9, qi+B, is compact from tiO to Y2, then (q$+BJ* is 
compact from Pa to So . Moreover q$+B, is bounded from S112 to Z2. 
580/20/q-6 
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Hence (pi+&)* qi+Bi is compact from Z’r/s to 2s . By the same 
argument the operators 
(&B$)* i sign Im qii&Bi , 
(q$BJ* qj;)Bj , 
(qi-Bi)* Qi-Bi > 
are compact from *r/s to X0 . Finally, I,,,Bi is bounded from Xi/s 
to Z2 and 
This shows that I,,lB, is compact from SO to S2. Hence (&BJ* 
i sign Im qiiIi,,Bi is compact from Z112 to &$, . Thus K is compact, 
as a linear combination of compact operators. Q.E.D. 
IV. THE RELATIVISTIC SPIN-ZERO HAMILTONIAN 
We are going to apply the theory developed in the previous sections 
to the Hamiltonian of a relativistic particle with spin-zero in an 
external potential; and of a system of two particles. We consider a 
large class of interactions containing local potentials, like those of 
Coulomb and Yukawa, and nonlocal ones like the Dirac, Bakamjian, 
Thomas, Foldi [7] interaction for a two-particle system. 
Let the space of wavefunctions of a relativistic spin-zero particle,be 
the Hilbert space T2(R3) of measurable, complex-valued, square 
integrable functions defined on R3. 
The free Hamiltonian, H,, , is the pseudodifferential operator 
D(Ho) = (P f? z2 I (I 5 I2 + cL2y2 Q.45) E PiI, 
and 
~&CL = U-W 5 I2 + ~‘1~‘~ &4)), P E W4h 
where I 5 I2 = I&, I 5i 12, and CL, a positive constant, is the mass of the 
particle. 
THEOREM 4.1. The free Hamiltonian, HO , is selfadjoint; its 
restriction to Cow is essentially selfadjoint and 
Roof. It follows from Lemmas 1.2,and 1.3 and Theorem 1.7. 
Q.E.D. 
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We consider the perturbation of H,, by an operator of the type 
V = c” Biqij(x)Bj , 
i.j=l 
where the functions bi are real valued and qij = 4tji . 
THEOREM 4.2. Suppose that the functions bi are real valued, that 
qii = qii and 
(a) pi* E 5@ + gem, b,/( / 5 I2 + p2)lj2 E Pi, 2 < pi < GO, and 
bJ(l 5 I2 + P2)1/2 E dp”O. 
(b) qii = #)q$), i # j, where q$ E 59 + gm. 
(c) There exist two constants E and K, , such that 
G E II H,1’2~ II2 + K II P /I29 where c < 1. 
Then H,, + V defined on CO O3 n D(V) has a self-adjoint, bounded below 
extension, H (the Friedrichs extension) such that: 
(a) ‘D(H) CA? 1/2, and(Hp, v) = WP, 4, II E D(H), v E yi”l/, ;” 
(/?) D(H) is a core of QT; 
(y) if TV E SI12, w E g2, and 0;1(~, v) = (w, v) for every v 
belonging to a core of CY, then TV E D(H) and HP = W. H is uniquely 
deJined by (a); 
(6) UC!(H) = LP> co>, and the spectrum outside of the essential 
spectrum consists of a set of isolated eigenvalues of finite multiplicity. 
Proof. This is a particular case of Theorems 3.6 and 3.7. Q.E.D. 
In the case of a linear combination of Yukawa-type potentials, we 
have: 
THEOREM 4.3. Let V be equal to V = V, + V, + V, , where 
(a) t’* T 2 a,,i(e-‘lsi’zl// x 1’19”); a,,i > 0, a1.i > 0, 
i=l 
and 0 < & < 2. 
6 -@l/z and n are defined as in Theorem 3.2. 
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and 0 < p2.i < 1. 
(c) v, = -c” a3,~(e-a-.J’Js’/l x I); a3,i > 0, 4.i b 0, 
i=l 
and g a3,i < 1. 
Then 23, + V on COW n D(V) as a self-adjoint, bounded below extension 
(the Friedrichs extension) such that (ar), (/3), (y), and (6) of Theorem 4.2 
are satis$ed. 
Proof. It is immediate that Vi and I’, satisfy the hypotheses of 
Theorem 4.2. In particular, they satisfy (c) for any E > 0. 
Let us denote 
hence (qi3))+ = 0, and 
(qp’)- = (a3,t(e-@aJ@‘/l x I))*‘” E g3+” + Lq, A >O. 
Moreover, 
Thus 
II(#)- CL II2 f a3.i $ II Hi’2~ 119 p E D(H;‘“). 
2 II(d)- CL II2 d ($ g 4.1) II Hi’% II29 P E W+“), 
i=l 
where we applied the inequality ]/(1/l x ]1/2)r. 11 < (r/2) J I 5 I2 1 Up I2 d[ 
see ([ll, p. 307). Thus (c) of Theorem 4.2 is satisfied. 
Q.E.D. 
Now we consider the perturbation of 29, by a Dirac, Bakamjian, 
Thomas, Foldy interaction [7], for a two-particle system. 
V = (42)(B&-44/I x I')B, + B,(e-B'@'/I x I")B,); 
where B, and B8 are pseudodifferential operators with symbols 
(1 5 I2 + p2)“12 and (I 5 I2 + p2)8/2, respectively. 
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Son and Sucher [13] considered the case o! = 8 = - 1, y = 1 in 
connection with the quark model. Lepore and Riddell [14] considered 
the case OL = -8 = g, j3 = 0, y = 1, in connection with pion, 
alpha-particle scattering.7 
We consider first the case 01 = 6. 
THEOREM 4.4. Let V be equal to V = V, + V, , where 
(a) V, = alB,l(e-81151/l x Iyl) Be1 ; a, > 0, /I1 > 0, 01~ < Q , and 
0 < y1 < max(2(1 - 01r), 3); 
(b) V, = --apBJe-Beizl/i % Iv,) B,; ; a2 > 0, /I2 > 0, 01~ < *, 
and 0 < y2 < max((1 - 2ar,), 3). 
Then Ho + V on Coo0 n D(V), has a self-adjoint, bounded below 
extension such that (a), (/I), (y), and (6) of Theorem 4.2 are satisfied. 
Proof. One proves analogously, as in Theorem 4.3, that the 
hypotheses of Theorem 4.2 are satisfied. Q.E.D. 
We study, now, the case 01 > 0, and 6 = ---a. 
THEOREM 4.5. Let V be equal to 
V = &(a/2)(1301(e-6~“~/I x Iv) B-, + B-,(e-61”~/l x 1”) B,), 
a>0,/3>00,0<or<~,andO<y<1.ThenH,,fVdedefinedon 
C’,,, n D(V) has a self-adjoin& bounded below, extension such that (oL), 
(p), (y), and (6) of Theorem 4.2 are satisfied. 
Proof. b, = (I 5 I2 + p2)“12, thus 
bJ(l 5 12 + $)1/z E 9[3Wd+d, 
and 
bl/(l 5 12 + p3)1/4 E 9w(1-3a+d, A >O. 
Also, b, = (1 5 I2 + p2)-*j2, hence 
b,/(l 5 13 + p3)‘/4 E .593/(1+3dl+~, A >O. 
’ Lepore and Riddell worked in the covariant representation, and studied an 
integral operator with kernel 
k({; 5’) = ?t 
1 (I 1 I2 + P2)1’z + (I 5’ 1% -I- P *y 
-- -- . 
4na (I 5’ 18 +- p*y I[-i’12 
This kernel gives, in the Schrijdinger representation, the case a = --S = 4 , fi = 0, 
y = 1 of the Dirac Bakamjian, Thomas, Foldi interaction (see [I 5, Chap. II]). 
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As y < 1 there exists a constant, 0 < E < 4, such that YE < (1 - 201)/2, 
and ~(1 - e) < (1 + 201)/2. 
We define 
and 
With this choice the hypotheses of Theorem 4.2 are satisfied. Q.E.D. 
Let us take, finally, 01 = &. 
THEOREM 4.6. Let V be equal to 
a>O, /3>0, and O<y<l. In the case y=l we suppose 
a < &. Then HO + V dejked on COm n D(V) has a self-adjoint, 
bounded below, extension such that (a), (/3), (y) and (8) of Theorem 4.2 
are satis$ed. 
Proof. Let a, , a2 be positive constants such that a/2 = ala2 . We 
define & = uie-Blzl, thus &) = us/l x jy , and &) = a,/1 x Iv, thus 
&) = ale-~lzl. We consider first the case fl > 0. If y < 1, the 
hypotheses of Theorem 4.2 are satisfied for any choice of a, such that 
a, < l/2/2. 
If y = 1 the hypotheses (a) and (b) are, clearly, satisfied; moreover, 
; (II &)Bip 11’ + II &%cL II’) < @a,2 + 8~:) II H,1’2p 112, 
p E D(H,), where we have applied the inequality (see [ll, p. 3071) 
S (l/l x I”) I /4x)12 dx < 4 J I 5 I2 I UP I2 4. 
Thus hypothesis (c) is satisfied if 2ar2 + 8a22 < 2, and such a choice 
exists if an only if a < 4. 
Now take ,5l = 0. By Theorem 3.6, H,, + I’ on C,,a n D(V) has 
a self-adjoint extension, bounded below, such that ((Y), (p), and (y) of 
Theorem 4.2 are satisfied. If we prove that the operator FH - HP 
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is compact from SI/, to So, (c) of Theorem 4.2 will be true (see 
Theorem 3.7). But we can easily prove that 
FH - H,F 
where 0 < E < y/2, which is a compact operator from S& to Z0 . 
Q.E.D. 
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